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up our minds whether we prefer a factor of unity or the living truth in our picture ; or, to put it better, whether we propose to hold on at any price, when we are depicting the world that we have before our eyes, to a treatment of perspective which has become inadequate.
It so happens that, ever since my d£but in literature -which dates back, alas, at least a quarter of a century -I have never stopped thinking about this problem of "perspective," and seeking its solution or its solutions. The more responsive I became to the reality of modern life, the more I felt that I wanted to interpret it without having to resort to an out-of-date procedure which distorted it.
Unquestionably, I cannot flatter myself upon having escaped altogether from the representation of things in terms of the individual, of the individual consciousness ; nor is it in the least desirable that one should. But one can at least try to avoid reducing collective life to the dimensions of the individual and the individual consciousness. One can at least try to make his representation of human ajBFairs convey the social multiplicity in which we are immersed a little less imperfectly.
Although it is only for the past twelve years or so that I have actually been working upon Men of Good Will., it is for more than twice as long that I have been preparing for this work of mine by forging my working-implements (just as in a factory the construction of manufacturing machines long precedes the actual output of a particular type of motorcar). There has not been one earlier work of mine,, ever since 1905, which has not embodied my pursuit of a means of expressing collective life, such as we see it before our eyes, and the way in which it is associated with individual life.
This implies that, despite any appearances to the contrary, this present work of mine owes nothing to the technique of the film. I laid down the principles of the technique which I jam -now employing in literature, and ersperimented in different applications of it, at a time when the cinema was

